
Sirs,  
Althought I did not agree with PROMESA, I recognized that the PR Goberments and his 
legislature had done poor job to reduce and containts the ELA finance. 
I would like to provide some hints to improve cost control of the goberment snd agencies 
included the corporations: 
1. Implement on each Gob Agencies a financial report system that provide Income/ Expenses. 
This report should be provide quaterly. 
2. Analyze and recomment a expense control plan to aum reduction per year in escalonated 
manner , i. e. 10%,20%, 30% or greater based on corporration services. 
3. Re- evaluate some PR related to buy bonus so that be a major control and justification to get 
more loan. In this area I recommend that any loan investment need to be approve by the PR 
citicents on a referendum.  
4. Evaluate the Gob medical plan to ensure that the msjority of money reach citizents and not 
reach the insurance organizations. 
5. For any federal grand provide from US to ELA established an fiscal entity out of control of PR 
Gob to ensure thst money goes directly an in totality to intended service area. 
6. Recommend that US corporation that have business in PR applied an special tax return(started 
on 10% to 15%) that be used by improve PR Gob services, specially medicsl services and for 
childs with impediments. 
7. Based on our resources which have excellent technical capabilities I suggest to continue bring 
to our area more US and/or others Nations more Industries so that we can improve our labor 
force which they want is work. 
8. Recommend to meet our Agriculture experts to create s plan to greatly expand agriculture in 
PR and able us be independent of food at least to increase it to at least 50% and if possible sell 
the exceed to US. 
9. Evaluate Education Department expenses an ensure that the majority of the money goes 
directly to students and professors and not stay in the burocracy and deparment councelors. 
Recommrn that department provide in a quarterly based financial reports do that we know were 
the money are used. 
10. Finally if you want really to help PR be a successful nation I urge that your team encourage 
PR leaders to take the leadership to congregate a Contitutional meeting and agree on which 
political  conditions we want the Congress to act upon so that we terminate this humiliated 
colonial regimen. 
 
Thanks for the opportunies to read my  
Feedback and I hope that you 
Treat our leadeship with respect and dignity. 
 
Manuel Abreu 
Isabela,Puerto Rico 
 


